Patients with cervical spinal cord injury (SCI) have residual neurological function above the level of their lesion and reduced or no function at and below the lesion level. With midcervical cord injuries, muscles in the shoulder girdle and proximal upper limb, and sometimes in the forearm, may retain good voluntary control and force generation. Partial nerve transfers from these muscles to muscles below the lesion level have been used with success by reconstructive neurosurgeons to restore function. Intuitively, if a muscle appears to have good bulk and strength, a transfer from the nerve innervating that muscle should have a good chance of success, all else being equal. In practice, however, this is not always the case. Sometimes muscles innervated by the donor nerve are rendered too weak by the transfer and remain so. Sometimes the recipient muscle does not develop the desired level of innervation and strength. Understanding the pathophysiology of SCI and the physiology of nerve transfer helps to explain why poor results are encountered and reveals methods to improve success.

Pathophysiology of SCI

Spinal cord injuries are either complete or incomplete. Acutely, there is a reduction of strength and sensation at and below the lesion. Deficits are usually due to a combination of spinal tract and anterior horn cell (AHC) lesions within the cord, but there tends to be preferential destruction of the central gray matter containing those AHCs at the level of injury. The lower motor neuron (LMN) lesions that result from the loss of AHCs, as well as trauma to adjacent nerve roots, affect muscle segments at, above, or below the injured metamere. As a result of this gray matter destruction, which often extends both rostral
and caudal to the dominant site of injury, potential donor and recipient nerves can be denervated to some degree. This has implications for nerve transfers.8,10

Delayed effects of SCI are well known.15 Features of the upper motor neuron (UMN) syndrome include muscle overactivity, including spasticity, spastic co-contraction, and flexor-extensor spasms. In addition, over time soft tissue changes can further contribute to resistance to passive movement and reduced range of motion if aggressive therapy is not pursued. Unlike brain lesions, in motor complete spinal cord lesions, there is little potential to compensate for the loss of UMN control.15,56

Collateral Reinnervation After LMN Lesions

After partial LMN lesions, remaining axons sprout from their preterminal portions to innervate nearby denervated muscle fibers, thereby creating a larger motor unit (MU).1 Such collateral reinnervation can be remarkably successful in restoring strength and bulk.1,13,27,28 This principle, exploited by nerve transfer techniques, allows partially denervated donor muscles (from which axons have been “borrowed”) the opportunity to recover significantly, avoiding an associated deficit. However, this compensatory mechanism has its limits.54 Beyond a threshold fraction of damaged axons, the mechanism fails to restore full strength.44 Furthermore, the characteristics of remaining MUs are important. The spatial volume of muscle that an MU is capable of innervating tends to be near constant in adults;19,21,31 that is, there is a physical spatial limit beyond which sprouting is not likely to expand. Thus, the distribution of remaining MUs needs to broadly cover the muscle to have any hope of reinnervating all muscle fibers; denervated muscle fibers lying outside all remaining MUs’ potential territories will not benefit from collateral reinnervation. A second limitation to collateral reinnervation lies in the fact that the absolute number of muscle fibers that each remaining MU can support is limited.60 Therefore, even if a muscle fiber lies within an MU’s territory, it may not be reinnervated via collateral sprouting if that MU has reached its innervation capacity. Postpolio patients who suffer denervation at a young age exemplify well the size of MU potentials (MUPs) can become electrophysiologically.20,48 However, in these cases, the impressively large MUP is thought to be secondary to not just the great number of muscle fibers innervated by that individual MU, but also a significant degree of muscle fiber hypertrophy.40 This hypertrophy causes the recorded MUP to be even larger than expected for the number of muscle fibers in its territory and presumably provides greater force overall per MU. Unfortunately, an MU’s ability to support such a cohort of muscle fibers and the muscle fiber’s ability to undergo such hypertrophy appear to decline with age and the level of collateral reinnervation, and force per MU can be expected to fall accordingly.17,50

The implication of collateral reinnervation, as described above, is that potential donor muscles may have good bulk and strength achieved by relatively few large MUs. Thus, while this muscle may generate a reasonable amount of strength, a subsequent transfer of fibers from its innervating nerve may not only result in the severe loss of donor strength, but also provide poor innervation to the recipient. This problem is further compounded because the number of functioning axons in the transfer is again pruned as they traverse the surgical coaptation site.11 We have found that a Medical Research Council (MRC) Grade 4 muscle group can have a substantial range of potential innervation. Defining the MU count (discussed in detail below in Donor Nerve: Neurophysiological Evaluation) corresponding to that motor score may be critical in surgical decision making. When few axons account for the strength of a potential donor muscle, a tendon transfer is favored. Conversely, when there is a reasonable complement of axons, we favor a nerve transfer.

In the chronic stage following SCI, those myotomes that are primarily paralyzed by an LMN injury eventually become unreceptive to reinnervation.53 The muscle groups primarily paralyzed by a UMN injury, though, may retain this capacity according to how well they have maintained LMN innervation. Myotomes immediately adjacent to the site of trauma are often far short of the full complement of axons. Thus, recipient muscle denervation, even in a primarily UMN-affected muscle group, is a potential concern, and as noted above, these muscles will also have undergone collateral reinnervation. But because such reinnervation is not limitless, large numbers of muscle fibers without innervation may remain. After some time without innervation, perhaps 12–18 months,43 these muscle fibers will similarly lose their potential for reinnervation,11 and potential recovery of function is greatly reduced.

Clinical Assessment

From the perspective of reconstructive neurosurgery, 2 questions form the foundation for clinical assessment: 1) What function can be restored? 2) Of the functions that can be restored, which will afford the greatest gain in quality of life given the physical, psychological, and social context of this patient? Once we have identified each patient’s favored hierarchy of potential functions to target for restoration, the full arsenal of interventional and noninterventional therapeutic options is reviewed. This includes all therapies within the fields of restorative neurology, reconstructive neurosurgery, and physical medicine and rehabilitation. However, for the typical category of patients with midcervical SCI, the decision is much simpler—elbow extension and grasp and release are primary goals. When nerve transfer surgery is being considered, clinical assessment then proceeds with the aim of thoroughly evaluating potential donor and recipient nerves through a combination of physical examination, neuroimaging, and neurophysiological studies.

In light of occasional unexpectedly poor outcomes in this field, as well as limitations of the clinical examination, our program turned to detailed neurophysiological assessment. Although developed decades ago,18,25,35,49,58 quantitative techniques have rarely been used in clinical neurophysiology to date. There is little indication in a traditional clinical neurophysiology practice, but several of the methods have been liberally applied in research over the years, mainly to observe changes over time.26 Today, we have a strong clinical need in the form of reconstructive neurosurgery that demands a high degree of
electromyographic quantification. A critical predictor of the outcome of transferring a nerve is the functioning motor axonal complement within the donor nerve. To date, neurophysiologists have tended to rely on subjective quantification of the electromyographic interference pattern (IP). However, quantitative neurophysiology has found a clinical home in this context to accompany its established research utility. In an ideal world, we would accurately quantify and characterize the number of functioning MUs in each nerve: donor, recipient, and backup agonist. However, the question in the surgical context (How many motor axons are in a specific nerve at this time?) is very different from that asked in the usual research trial (Over an extended period of time, how much motor axon loss has occurred?). Estimating the number and character of MUs in the various potential donor and recipient combinations is not readily achieved given the technically difficult targets, namely deep muscles, small muscles, muscles surrounded by multiple agonists, acutely or chronically severely denervated muscles, multiple muscles supplied by a single donor nerve, and muscles affected by both a UMN and an LMN injury.

Therefore, our program attempts to refocus established quantitative techniques, as described below, to the clinical arena, adjusted to address the difficulties associated with providing accurate and reliable information relevant to the procedures being considered. We discuss the evaluation of first donor and then recipient nerves, noting initially the pitfalls of the physical examination, followed by the pitfalls of standard neurophysiology, and finally consider how these might be addressed through our current neurophysiological approach.

**Donor Nerve: Physical Examination**

Physical evaluation of donor muscles is based on an assessment of bulk, strength, and control. Donor muscles are chosen with the recipient in mind, matched according to known favorable pairings based on function. The concept of a backup agonist to prevent new functional deficit when the donor is eliminated or degraded (for example, infraspinatus for teres minor muscle, biceps for supinator muscle) is important. Because the region of injury frequently extends both above and below the site of obvious SCI, voluntary activation of the donor muscle can reflect a combination of LMN deficit, sensory deficit (for example, proprioception), and UMN deficit. Several other factors confound the physical exam. The function of a potential donor muscle can be limited by soft tissue changes or spastic co-contraction of the antagonist, masking true functionality. Deciphering the force generated by a potential donor muscle can be obscured by concurrent agonist muscle activation across the same joint. Muscle bulk can be hard to determine, especially in deep muscles, unless imaging has been undertaken, and the collateral reinnervation discussed above reduces confidence in this parameter as an indicator of innervation. This is most pertinent when assessing a muscle graded as MRC Grade 4 because the underlying innervation can be very poor despite apparent strength and bulk, which would provide an inadequate axon supply for a nerve transfer with a consequently poor outcome.

**Donor Nerve: Neurophysiological Evaluation**

In both acute and chronic cervical SCI patients, we predominantly rely on needle electromyography (EMG) during voluntary activation, usually at maximum, to assess the donor nerve. This method is essentially identical to the neurophysiological approach applied to nerve transfer for the typical brachial plexus and peripheral nerve injury. It is uncommon for donor muscles to be absolutely normal, similar to typical brachial plexus injury cases, emphasizing the importance of a detailed neurophysiological study. Many suffer a degree of LMN injury, innervated by segments just above the spinal cord lesion that have been partially affected by the central gray matter injury or concomitant peripheral nerve injury. This manifests electromyographically as chronic neurogenic changes, with large and fast-firing MUPs, and a reduction in the IP. Classic EMG assessment is subjective, usually dividing the IP into normal, reduced, and discrete, with some further characterization based on the number, size, and frequency characteristics of MUPs (Fig. 1). This grading scale does not allow for selection among severely denervated donor nerves, as is often the case. To address this, we use several methods to quantify and decide among potential donors, most frequently MU counting given its ease of application and correlation with outcome (Mandeville et al., unpublished data, 2017). This technique entails identifying and counting individual MUs within the IP at full force in several areas of the donor muscle. Sampling is spread throughout the axis of the muscle and can be guided by ultrasound in deep muscles to ensure adequate coverage of each quadrant. The number of samples depends on muscle size, but often approximately 6 samples are taken. Once the number of units reaches 6 or 7 within an IP, it is usually not possible to count individual MUs unless decomposition software is used (DQEMG, EMGLab). The technique of such visual MU counting can be optimized in several ways: 1) objective-interactive EMG with manipulation of the needle tip to alter individual MU conformations, 2) alteration of filter settings, and 3) the use of commonly preloaded quantification software that can identify and display individual MUs rapidly and usually effectively (multi-MUP).

In severely affected donor nerves, categorization is subsequently based on MU counts, from 0 to 6 MUs. Otherwise, when there are 7 or more MUs, the IP is categorized in the usual manner (normal, mild, or moderate severity). The grading system applied to donor nerves at our center is as follows: "excellent" donor, a normal or only mildly affected IP; "good" donor, moderate severity IP; "fair" donor, 5–6 MUs; "questionable" donor, 3–4 MUs; and "poor" donor, 1–2 MUs. Questionable donors might be used when no alternative is available and a solid backup agonist muscle allows transfer of its entire innervation.

When MU count is possibly confounded by a component of UMN dysfunction or when 2 similar donors are being compared, quantification can be further refined: innervation quotient (IQ; Sheean et al., unpublished data, 2017) and turns per second. The IQ involves IP decomposition of individual MUPs, measuring size index (SI) and firing rate (FR). The IQ of a muscle is the average of the individual MUP’s SI × FR product; the greater the
combined UMN and LMN denervation, the higher the IQ. 

Turns-amplitude analysis is an established quantitative technique that contains information on the turns (changes in signal polarity) per second in an IP, a parameter validated in predicting recovery after laryngeal fold paralysis. Unstable MUs invalidate the results, but this is usually not an issue in chronic SCI patients. At our center, we have observed a correlation between MU count and turns per second, equating to approximately 1 MU count per 100 turns/sec up to 500 turns/sec (Mandeville et al., unpublished data, 2017). These techniques are sensitive to UMN injury and can be used in conjunction with MU count. They can also distinguish between donor nerves of moderate and mild denervation when visual MU counting is not possible. However, quantification of UMN dysfunction requires further development; techniques such as brain motor control assessment (BMCA) may provide more information in this regard.

Donor nerve evaluation is also sometimes amenable to MU number estimation (MUNE) techniques (Fig. 2). These techniques were specifically developed to directly estimate the number of motor axons supplying an entire muscle—a key goal of neurophysiology in nerve transfer surgery. (This contrasts with the methods described thus far that are surrogates for this estimate and subject to the sampling error and inaccuracy that comes with such an abstraction.) Several variants of MUNE exist, but most are based on obtaining an estimate of the average individual surface-recorded MU amplitude and dividing this into the compound muscle action potential (CMAP) obtained by supramaximal nerve stimulation to approximate the total number of MUs innervating the recipient muscle. Other methods scan the CMAP from subthreshold to supramaximal stimulation or employ a mathematical model based on IP samples and the CMAP, such as MU number index (MUNIX). The MUNE techniques have been limited to isolated surface muscles as neighboring co-innervated muscles invalidate surface recordings (for example, extensor carpi radialis longus and brevis muscles). This limitation can be overcome to some degree. Isolating the target muscle can be achieved by recording with the needle electrode shaft (macro-EMG, Connac, or concentric cannula) rather than the surface electrode. At our center, we have used a macro-EMG needle (macro-MUNE), described and validated by de Koning et al. in 1988 using the spike-triggered average (STA) MUNE approach. If the muscle is large, then we sample at intervals of 0.5 cm perpendicular to the motor point. There are limitations to this technique—a muscle size width greater than 1.5 cm is preferable, near-nerve needle stimulation may be necessary, and time and preparation are required—all reducing its clinical use to only occasional patients. Although requiring further validation, macro-MUNE contributes to enhancing preoperative estimates of functioning donor motor axons. However, no form of MUNE assesses the degree of voluntary control of the MUs counted.

Concurrent use of ultrasound also benefits evaluation of the donor nerve and muscle. Here, its value comes from...
targeting atrophied or deep muscles for needle EMG recording, echogenic and area characterization of both nerve and muscle, and observation of a muscle’s contractility.

In summary, our current approach in determining the propriety of a donor nerve as a source of functioning axons in a nerve transfer surgery heavily relies on the MU count method. Further decomposition of the IP is performed only when the IP is at least moderately reduced and, even then, only in certain circumstances: to investigate a UMN component affecting the MU firing rate, to more accurately compare 2 similar potential donor options, and, lastly, to support the MU count in borderline or hard-to-count cases. In an ideal world, we would obtain an MUNE on every donor nerve–innervated muscle, at least where the IP pattern is moderately affected or worse. For the reasons mentioned above, there are significant limitations that restrict the use of MUNE to only occasional instances. Nevertheless, a prudent approach when evaluating a donor nerve might first consider if MUNE can be used, before moving on to an MU count, with or without further decomposition. Some points are worth noting: MUNE cannot describe any UMN contribution, further research is still required to identify an MUNE threshold that might disqualify a nerve from being a donor, and the value of obtaining an MUNE over that of obtaining an MU count is currently unknown.

Recipient Nerve: Physical Examination

Recipient muscles, by definition, are very weak or totally paralyzed from UMN and/or LMN deficits. As a rule, a target is not selected for nerve transfer unless its strength is MRC Grade 2 or less and has shown no improvement in strength in recent months. Assessing strength can be difficult. One must consider whether the lack of apparent function is due to a passive range of motion deficit caused by soft tissue changes or simply an inability to overcome spastic antagonist activity (spastic co-contraction). Once strength is determined to be truly less than MRC Grade 3, we are interested in the degree of LMN deficit in the recipient nerve since a chronically denervated muscle loses its capacity to receive axons. Further research is required to identify an MUNE threshold that might disqualify a nerve from being a donor, and the value of obtaining an MUNE over that of obtaining an MU count is currently unknown.
can be assessed somewhat by the extent of muscle atrophy, but in some cases this is a poor proxy because bulk alone can be misleading as a result of collateral reinnervation. Another approach to gauging the amount of LMN injury involves eliciting reflexes that activate the target muscle, including deep tendon jerks and Hoffmann’s reflex. Nevertheless, reliance on reflex movements alone has limitations. For example, such reflexes are more dominant in the flexor muscles of the upper limb and can be affected by sensory deficits that disrupt the reflex arc. Individual muscle responses can be hard to identify, and not all muscles can be evaluated in this way. Furthermore, the force of reflex movement can be a poor proxy for the degree of LMN injury if collateral reinnervation has taken place. And in any case, the force of the reflex response may be well below the full force that the muscle is capable of.

Recipient Nerve: Neurophysiological Evaluation

Fundamentally, the goal of recipient muscle evaluation is to quantify the number and character of MUs in the recipient nerve. Again, this becomes relevant only in the chronic period after SCI. Within the 1st year, the quality of innervation of the recipient nerve is essentially irrelevant because the motor endplate remains available. Other than assessing subclinical recovery, no further neurophysiological assessment is required until after this period has passed. Thereafter, we want to ensure that there are axons remaining to preserve motor endplates, even if dysfunctional. We start with supramaximal stimulation of the recipient nerve, which allows for the observation of movement as well as the recording of CMAPs. Subsequently, the use of tetanic stimulation (if tolerated) can allow MRC grading of a muscle’s strength or force-generating capacity.

While this approach can be very effective in assessing some muscle groups, there are a number of possible confounders. Restriction of recipient muscle movement by spastic antagonists or soft tissue changes prevents movement or force assessment. For this, we are forced to rely on neurophysiological findings to inform us about recipient nerve innervation. Another possible problem is coactivation of agonists by the nerve stimulus, obscuring the force produced by the recipient muscle. For the problem of agonist coactivation, we can occasionally overcome it by using selective distal branch stimulation as close to the target muscle as possible, by means of a monopolar needle, often with ultrasound guidance. For example, to more accurately assess innervation of the flexor pollicis longus muscle, we specifically stimulate the anterior interosseous nerve rather than the median nerve at the elbow.

The coactivation of neighboring agonists that confound force assessment also affects recording of CMAPs. The use of selective distal branch stimulation can again be of benefit in this situation, allowing more isolated recording of target muscle CMAPs. However, because stimulation of isolated nerve branches is not always possible and target muscles are often unsuitable for surface electrode recording (for example, flexor digitorum profundus muscle), we occasionally employ needle electrode recording. For this recording, more information can be gained when the needle shaft is used to allow recording from an increased surface area, representing a larger area of muscle. Otherwise, the concentric needle tip electrode is used, although not ideally. If a concentric needle electrode is used, the needle is placed well within the belly of the muscle, recording a rapid-rising motor potential with sharp serrated components (Fig. 3C). It is critical to record these measurements with the needle in the muscle of interest. If the needle is outside the muscle, the motor potential is smoother, more like a surface CMAP and more susceptible to contamination by nearby muscle artifact. The goal is to have as much
of the recording surface within the muscle of interest as possible. The resulting needle shaft–recorded CMAP approximates the regular surface-recorded CMAP but varies somewhat in amplitude and/or area depending on location within the muscle and may have more turns and sharp components (Fig. 3B). Normal values do not exist for this technique, but significant abnormality is suggested by small, difficult to obtain responses with abnormal morphology. Additional information can be gathered when using the concentric needle electrode; an MU count can be performed in severely denervated muscle by applying incremental stimulation. This is the counterpart to the MU count of the volitional IP in the earlier discussion of donor evaluation.

Finally, collateral reinnervation distorts the relationship between innervation and CMAP or force. Collateral reinnervation can result in a small number of very large residual MUPs, and the muscle bulk, stimulated force, and CMAP can be deceptively good. Even in an ideal scenario in which donor axons significantly outnumber recipient axons, these donor axons may not achieve the presurgical level of recipient muscle innervation because an unknown proportion of the denervated recipient tubules will fail to receive a donor axon.\textsuperscript{11,22,24,53} If sufficient in number and territorial distribution, it is possible that those donated axons making it to the target muscle will be able to reinnervate all muscle fibers and thus eventually reproduce the force and CMAP observed preoperatively with stimulation, assuming full UMN control. However, if significant chronic LMN denervation was originally present, the inevitable postsurgical pruning across the coaptation site from misdirection of regenerating axons into inappropriate endoneurial tubes may, among other factors,\textsuperscript{11} result in an insufficient supply (or coverage within the muscle) to reinnervate all previously innervated muscle fibers. This may result in a failure to achieve the force predicted from preoperative stimulation. In this situation, we find the technique of MUNE, as described in Donor Nerve: Neurophysiological Evaluation, to be informative, if feasible.

At our center, we find the use of ultrasound highly beneficial to aid the neurophysiological studies when evaluating recipient muscles and nerves. Ultrasound yields several benefits: 1) targeting of atrophied or deep muscles for needle CMAP recording, 2) guidance of the needle electrode for selective near-nerve stimulation or block, and 3) echogenic and area characterization of both nerve and muscle.\textsuperscript{52,57} Corroborating imaging characteristics with electrophysiological function. Correct targeting of a muscle is also aided in the forearm (that is, deep and superficial finger flexors) through direct muscle needle stimulation and subsequent observation of movement, as well as passive extension/flexion of individual finger joints, with correct needle placement indicated by maximal needle movement.

In summary, our approach to the assessment of a recipient nerve’s suitability to receive axons relies on stimulation of the distal branches supplying the recipient muscle, with subsequent observation of movement and force, as well as recording of CMAPs either by surface or needle electrode. The application of MUNE techniques described above is decided case by case, albeit more often and perhaps more usefully than in donor nerve evaluation. Again, as with donor nerve evaluation, a prudent approach might always consider whether an MUNE can be acquired after obtaining a CMAP and observing movement and force. Nevertheless, further validation is required and is ongoing.

Summary

We have presented our approach to the most conspicuous drawbacks of physical examination and standard neurophysiological studies when evaluating donor and recipient nerves for nerve transfer in SCI. Donor nerve evaluation can deceive in terms of functional axonal content through apparently adequate bulk, force, and CMAPs. In particular, a donor with seemingly good strength, an MRC Grade 4, but significant collateral reinnervation may make for a poor outcome. In the hope of avoiding such unexpectedly poor surgical outcomes, we have discussed several quantitative approaches of varying complexity that help to address this predicament. Recipient muscle denervated within the last year remains receptive to reinnervation and is simply evaluated for subclinical native innervation at the completion of collateral sprouting. Recipient muscle chronically paralyzed by a UMN injury can lead to similar deception. Functional axonal content can appear good through apparently adequate bulk and a reasonable CMAP. We have presented several quantitative techniques that can be applied in different situations to avoid being misled in this regard.

Conclusions

Given the pitfalls of the clinical assessment of potential donor and recipient muscles, there is a clear role for neurophysiological assessment. The 2 main problems to avoid are 1) transferring nerves from a muscle that will leave it too weak, if no backup agonist is present, and a recipient muscle with a graft containing too few axons under voluntary control; and 2) transferring nerves to a recipient muscle in the chronic period following SCI that is also too heavily denervated to be able to adequately reinnervate. The current objective and semi-objective evaluation practiced in our program helps to avoid the most glaring examples of the 2 main problems. There are technical issues to overcome with a neurophysiological evaluation, and quantification in this context is in its infancy. However, quantitative work from decades ago has found a new home in the clinical arena and should be explored and validated further. It is hoped that this paper will stimulate interest, discussion, and research to advance preoperative and intraoperative assessment to deliver better surgical outcomes.
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